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Pentagon finally admits recovering wreckage
from UFO crashes.
154 pages about various mysterious items

Photo by Michael Schofield on Unsplash

If you are a person active in research in this area, you know that the title refers to UFO

crashes all around the US and Mexico. Otherwise, the most significant incident is the

Roswell UFO crash. In that incident, the US military first informed the public that a UFO

crashed and later changed the information and denied it. So now the Pentagon finally

admits to recovering wreckage from UFO crashes.
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Here is the story, a researcher name Anthony Bragalia wrote to the Defense Intelligence

Agency (DIA) requesting details of all UFO material and testing. The letter was written in

2017 and was finally answered after three years.

Mr. Bragalia received a letter with 154 pages about various mysterious items such as

“memory” metal called Nitinol that remembers its shape. Some of these objects’ other

mysterious qualities are that some can make things invisible or even slow down light’s

speed.

Anthony Bragalia wrote, “This could include physical debris recovered by personnel of the

Department of Defense as residue, flotsam, shot-off material or crashed material from UAPS

[unidentified aerial phenomenon] or unidentified flying objects.”

He continued that the “stunning admission” from the US government shows that recovered

debris possesses “extraordinary capabilities,” including the potential to make things

invisible or even slow down the speed of light.

These discoveries can change humanity’s future forever.

The request for the information was made in 2017, and it took three to get a response

finally. However, the documents show that Pentagon has been studying UFOs for many years.

“The article mentioned that anomalous debris from UFOs (now called UAPs) was being

analyzed by a private defense contractor,” Bragalia said.

If you wish the read the article, here is a link

Now the question is, what is your reaction to this news? You are hardly surprised if you

have been reading about this subject for years. You know that much more is hidden than

what they admit. But, if you have been an unbeliever, this news may open your eyes a bit, and

you start to look at the horizon for additional information.

Around 2014 I heard about the secret space program. Every technology you can think of is

already available in the Secret Space Program, and people are kept in the dark. The law of

one Ra material already confirmed this around 1984. Around that year, the US already had

more than 1000 Space ships.

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/14038945/pentagon-admits-testing-wreckage-ufo-crashes/
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Although we await disclosure, the next level needs to achieve more technological gadgets

and machines. However, these technologies can help humanity with all sorts of problems. So

the Journey for each person starts within.

Thank you for reading this article, and I hope you enjoyed it. If you liked the article, share it

with someone you care about. I leave you in the light and love of the one infinite creator.

A guide to finding yourself and the connection with Et.s. Read this book if you are looking

for the truth.
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